
The nature of care and marketing is changing on a daily basis, yet one constant remains: the 
customer comes first. According to Ericka Kurtz, Director of Social Media Strategy at MGM 
Resorts International, one of the brand’s main goals is to service the guest at all times. 
 
At a Sprinklr panel discussion during SXSW, Kurtz discussed how guests are going to social 
media ahead of traditional communications channels, adding that guests at the Mirage have 
“asked for towels via Tweet” instead of calling to the front desk. 
 
Indeed, as guest experiences and preferences shift, so too must organizational structures. At 
MGM, Kurtz says restructuring has already taken place, putting “more emphasis on social care 
and community management.” 
 
Of the rise in social media inquiries, Kurtz said, “It’s really important for us to take that 
information and be staffed accordingly so that we can have the right workflow to get that 
information to the appropriate guests.” Kurtz added that guests are, “expecting that one-to-one 
interaction and they’re expecting it quick.” 

An Outbound Marketing Approach to Care 
Steve Kearns, Social Media Lead at LinkedIn Sales & Marketing Solutions, offered key insights 
on LinkedIn’s approach to care. Kearns emphasized that the future of care needs to be “less 
reactive” and requires more of an “outbound marketing mindset.” 
 
Kearns discussed the idea of LinkedIn’s care team producing short daily or weekly videos 
addressing common issues such as account lockout, adding that the brand is “thinking about 
issues in advance.” 
 
Whilst Kearns does not yet foresee artificial intelligence and bots fitting in with LinkedIn’s 
‘members-first’ care strategy, Ericka Kurtz discussed MGM’s strategy of combining tech with an 
outbound marketing mindset. 
 
As part of its M life Rewards partnership with MasterCard, MGM used inbound listening to 
create a personalized guest experience for a Texas couple celebrating their anniversary in Las 
Vegas, setting up a table by the Bellagio fountains. MGM has also surprised guests with a 
‘steak in room’ experience after seeing guests profess their love for steak on social. 
 
In concluding her thoughts on care strategy, Kurtz asked a question that doubtless plays on the 
minds of countless care teams: How do we overcome immediacy without using bots and 
affecting authenticity? 

Increased Demand for Targeted Content 



As he discussed the challenges facing marketers today, Kearns referred to social media as, “a 
giant echo chamber.” At LinkedIn, he said, “the focus is on doing fewer things better.” 
 
Kearns also tackled the topic of diminishing attention spans among consumers who have 
become accustomed to immediacy. From an outbound marketing perspective, Kearns said, it’s 
vital to make your brand’s marketing experience “more quickly digestible” by giving people “bite 
size, snackable” content. 
 
Kearns affirmed his belief in utilizing GIFs and significant cultural moments to give consumers 
something different and more personalized. “As marketers”, Kearns said, “the true north is 
figuring out how to have more of a mass appeal.” 
 
Meanwhile, Kurtz is of the belief that user-generated content (UGC) is “low-hanging fruit” for 
marketers. And while some perceive UGC as “lazy” or an easy option, Kurtz believes that UGC 
“humanizes your brand” and shows audiences that the brand is listening. 
 
According to Kurtz, MGM will soon release videos of its aforementioned personalized guest 
experiences. These “surprise and delight” moments will be distributed organically and Kurtz 
stated that the ultimate goal of the campaign is, “to increase brand health and drive brand 
awareness.” 

Marrying Organic and Paid Social Strategies 
When discussing LinkedIn’s use of organic and paid social, Kearns stated that brands are, 
“getting to a space where it’s a pay-to-play environment.” At LinkedIn, content is often 
livestreamed on social; however, by putting paid behind it, Kearns and his team can multiply 
engagement and subsequent brand awareness. 
 
Offering her opinion on organic and paid social, Kurtz said, “virality does not come with paid.” In 
order to ‘go viral’, Kurtz stated, a brand first needs “impactful consumer-facing content.” At 
MGM, Kurtz and her team tap into consumer wanderlust, travel aesthetics, and trends. In fact, 
according to Kurtz, one of the pillars of MGM’s social strategy is, “to incite FOMO.” And whilst 
paid social works great for hotel conversions, Kurtz opined that, “organic is needed to drive 
brand trust.” 

Measuring Success with Relevant Metrics 
For modern marketers, measuring performance and articulating success to leadership is a 
common conundrum. 
 
Both Kearns and Kurtz identified two key facets of success measurement: the importance of 
identifying the right metrics as they uniquely apply to each brand, and the importance of 
communicating key insights back to the relevant stakeholders in order to augment strategy. 
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Kearns offered insights on some key questions at LinkedIn. “What is the goal we want to 
achieve with our social comps? Are we trying to generate brand awareness? Or are we further 
down the marketing funnel?” According to Kearns, “without action, data is just numbers.” 
 
Meanwhile, at MGM, Kurtz stated that, “the most important part is looking at what the next step 
is”, being able to use graphics and hard statistics to optimize future strategy. 
 
However, Kurtz affirmed that, whilst brand awareness is a common end-goal for 
consumer-facing brands, “there is no KPI for people talking to us or about us.” 

Looking Towards the Future 
When offering his predictions for the next few years, Kearns stated that LinkedIn could, “expand 
its scope to incorporate more consumer-facing businesses”, giving them a platform to reach 
millions of potential customers. 
 
Meanwhile, Kurtz stated that MGM is, “looking to reimagine how it delivers entertainment to its 
guests.” The brand’s ideas include “digital meet and greets” with performers, offering fans and 
guests alike the chance to interact with stars in new and exciting ways. 
 
In conclusion, Kearns summed up the importance of providing memorable care and marketing 
experiences: “People telling your brand story on your behalf is so much more powerful than 
anything you could say about yourself.” 
 


